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Abstract. Dominance constraints are widely used in computational lin-
guistics as a language for talking and reasoning about trees. In this paper,
we extend dominance constraints by admitting set operators. We present
a solver for dominance constraints with set operators, which is based on
propagation and distribution rules, and prove its soundness and com-
pleteness. From this solver, we derive an implementation in a constraint
programming language with finite sets and prove its faithfullness.

1 Introduction

The dominance relation of a tree is the ancestor relation between its nodes.
Logical descriptions of trees via dominance were investigated in computer science
since the beginning of the sixties, for instance in the logics (W)SkS [15, 16]. In
computational linguistics, the importance of dominance based tree descriptions
for deterministic parsing was discovered at the beginning of the eighties [9]. Since
then, tree descriptions based on dominance constraints have become increasingly
popular [14, 1]. Meanwhile, they are used for tree-adjoining and D-tree grammars
[17, 13, 3], for underspecified representation of scope ambiguities in semantics [12,
4] and for underspecified descriptions of discourse structure [5].

A dominance constraint describes a finite tree by conjunctions of literals with
variables for nodes. A dominance literal xC∗y requires x to denote one of the
ancestors of the denotation of y. A labeling literal x:f(x1, . . . , xn) expresses that
the node denoted by x is labeled with symbol f and has the sequence of children
referred to by x1, . . . , xn. Solving dominance constraints is an essential service
required by applications in e.g. semantics and discourse. Even though satisfia-
bility of dominance constraints is NP-complete [8], it appears that dominance
constraints occurring in these applications can be solved rather efficiently [2, 7].

For a typical application of dominance constraints in semantic underspecifi-
cation of scope we consider the sentence: every yogi has a guru. This sentence is
semantically ambiguous, even though its syntactic structure is uniquely deter-
mined. The trees in Figure 1 specify both meanings: either there exists a common
guru for every yogi, or every yogi has his own guru. Both trees (and thus mean-
ings) can be represented in an underspecified manner through the dominance
constraint in Figure 2.

In this paper, we propose to extend dominance constraints by admitting
set operators: union, intersection, and complementation can be applied to the
relations of dominance C∗ and inverse dominance B∗. Set operators contribute
a controlled form of disjunction and negation that is eminently well-suited for



exists •
guru • forall •

yogi • has •

forall •
yogi • exists •

guru • has •

Fig. 1. Sets of trees represent sets of meanings.

forall • x0

yogi • x1 • x2

exists • y0

guru • y1

has • z

• y2

x0:forall(x1, x2) ∧
y0:exists(y1, y2) ∧
x1:yogi ∧ x2C

∗z ∧
y1:guru ∧ y2C

∗z ∧
z:has

Fig. 2. A single tree description as underspecified representation of all meanings.

constraint propagation while less expressive than general Boolean connectives.
Set operators allow to express proper dominance, disjointness, nondisjointness,
nondominance, and unions thereof. Such a rich set of relations is important for
specifying powerful constraint propagation rules for dominance constraints as
we will argue in the paper.

We first present a system of abstract saturation rules for propagation and
distribution, which solve dominance constraints with set operators. We illus-
trate the power of the propagation rules and prove soundness, completeness,
and termination in nondeterministic polynomial time. We then derive a con-
crete implementation in a constraint programming language with finite sets [11,
6] and prove its faithfulness to the abstract saturation rules. The resulting solver
is not only well suited for formal reasoning but also improves in expressiveness on
the saturation based solver for pure dominance constraints of [8] and produces
smaller search trees than the earlier set based implementation of [2] because it
requires less explicit solved forms. For omitted proofs, we globally refer to the
extended version of this paper available from http://www.ps.uni-sb.de/Papers/.

2 Dominance Constraints

We first define tree structures and then dominance constraints with set operators
which are interpreted in the class of tree structures. We assume a signature Σ
of function symbols ranged over by f, g, . . ., each of which is equipped with an
arity ar(f) ≥ 0. Constants – function symbols of arity 0 – are ranged over by
a, b. We assume that Σ contains at least one constant and one symbol of arity at
least 2. We are interested in finite constructor trees that can be seen as ground
terms over Σ such as f(g(a, b)) in Fig. 3.

We define an (unlabeled) tree to be a finite directed graph (V,E). V is a finite
sets of nodes ranged over by u, v, w, and E ⊆ V × V is a finite set of edges. The
in-degree of each node is at most 1; each tree has exactly one root, i.e. a node
with in-degree 0. We call the nodes with out-degree 0 the leaves of the tree.



f •

g •

a • b •
Fig. 3. f(g(a, b))

A (finite) constructor tree τ is a triple (V,E, L) consist-
ing of a tree (V,E), and labelings L : V → Σ for nodes and
L : E → N for edges, such that any node u ∈ V has exactly
one outgoing edge with label k for each 1 ≤ k ≤ ar(σ(π)),
and no other outgoing edges. We draw constructor trees
as in Fig. 3, by annotating nodes with their labels and ordering the edges by
increasing labels from left to right. If τ = (V,E, L), we write Vτ = V , Eτ = E,
Lτ = L.

Definition 1. The tree structure Mτ of a finite constructor tree τ over Σ is
the first-order structure with domain Vτ which provides the dominance relation
C∗

τ and a labeling relation of arity ar(f) + 1 for each function symbol f ∈ Σ.
These relations are defined such that for all u, v, u1, . . . , un ∈ Vτ :

uC∗τv iff there is a path from u to v with egdes in Eτ ;
u:fτ (v1, . . . , vn) iff Lτ (u) = f, ar(f) = n, and L(u, vi) = i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n

We consider the following set operators on binary relations: inversion −1, union
∪, intersection ∩, and complementation ¬. We write B∗τ for the inverse of dom-
inance C∗τ , equality =τ for the intersection C∗τ ∩ B∗τ , inequality 6=τ for the
complement of equality, proper dominance C+τ

as dominance but not equality,
B

+τ
for the inverse of proper dominance, and disjointness ⊥τ for ¬C∗τ ∩¬B∗τ .

Most importantly, the following partition holds in all tree structures Mτ .

Vτ × Vτ = ]{=τ ,C+τ
,B+τ

,⊥τ}

Thus, all relations that set operators can generate from dominance C∗τ have the
form ∪{rτ | r ∈ R} for some set of relation symbols R ⊆ {=,C+,B+,⊥}.

For defining the constraint language, we let x, y, z range over an infinite set of
node variables. A dominance constraints with set operators ϕ has the following
abstract syntax (that leaves set operators implicit).

ϕ ::= x R y | x:f(x1, . . . , xn) | ϕ ∧ ϕ′ | false

whereR ⊆ {=,C+,B+,⊥} is a set of relation symbols and n = ar(f). Constraints
are interpreted in the class of tree structures over Σ. For instance, a constraint
x {=,⊥} y expresses that the nodes denoted by x and y are either equal or lie
in disjoint subtrees. In general, a set R of relation symbols is interpreted in Mτ

as the union ∪{rτ | r ∈ R}.
We write Vars(ϕ) for the set of variables occurring in ϕ. A solution of a

constraint ϕ consists of a tree structure Mτ and a variable assignment α :
Vars(ϕ) → Vτ . We write (Mτ , α) |= ϕ if all constraints of ϕ are satisfied by
(Mτ , α) in the usual Tarskian sense. For convenience we admit syntactic sugar
and allow to write constraints of the form xSy where S is a set expression:

S ::= R | = | C∗ | B∗ | = | 6= | C+ | B+ | ⊥ | ¬S | S1 ∪ S2 | S1 ∩ S2 | S
−1

Clearly, every set expression S can be translated to a set R of relation symbols
denoting the same relation. In all tree structures, x¬S y is equivalent to ¬ xS y
and x S1 ∪ S2 y to x S1 y ∨ x S2 y. Thus our formalism allows a controlled form
of negation and disjunction without admitting full Boolean connectives.



Propagation Rules:

(Clash) x∅y → false

(Dom.Refl) ϕ → xC∗x (x occurs in ϕ)
(Dom.Trans) xC∗y ∧ yC∗z → xC∗z

(Eq.Decom) x:f(x1, . . . , xn) ∧ y:f(y1, . . . , yn) ∧ x=y →
∧n

i=1
xi=yi

(Lab.Ineq) x:f(. . .) ∧ y:g(. . .) → x6=y if f 6= g

(Lab.Disj) x:f(. . . , xi, . . . , xj , . . .) → xi⊥xj where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n

(Lab.Dom) x:f(. . . , y, . . .) → xC+y

(Inter) xR1y ∧ xR2y → xRy if R1∩R2 ⊆ R

(Inv) xRy → yR−1x

(Disj) x⊥y ∧ yC∗z → x⊥z

(NegDisj) xC∗z ∧ yC∗z → x¬⊥y

(Child.up) xC∗y ∧ x:f(x1, . . . , xn) ∧
∧n

i=1
xi¬C

∗y → y=x

Distribution Rules:

(Distr.Child) xC∗y ∧ x:f(x1, . . . , xn) → xiC
∗y ∨ xi¬C

∗y (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
(Distr.NegDisj) x¬⊥y → xC∗y ∨ x¬C∗y

Fig. 4. Saturation rules D of the Base Solver

3 A Saturation Algorithm

We now present a solver for dominance constraints with set operators. First, we
give a base solver which saturates a constraint with respect to a set of propa-
gation and distribution rules, and prove soundness, completeness, and termina-
tion of saturation in nondeterministic polynomial time. Second, we add optional
propagation rules, which enhance the propagation power of the base solver.

The base solver is specified by the rule schemes in Figure 4. Let D be the
(infinite) set of rules instantiating these schemes. Each rule is an implication
between a constraint and a disjunction of constraints. We distinguish propagation
rules ϕ1 → ϕ2 which are deterministic and distribution rules ϕ1 → ϕ2∨ϕ3 which
are nondeterministic.

Proposition 1 (Soundness). The rules of D are valid in all tree structures.

The inference system D can be interpreted as a saturation algorithm which
decides the satisfiability of a constraint. A propagation rule ϕ1→ϕ2 applies to
a constraint ϕ if all atomic constraints in ϕ1 belong to ϕ but at least one of
the atomic constraints in ϕ2 does not. In this case, saturation proceeds with
ϕ ∧ ϕ2. A distribution rule ϕ1→ϕ2 ∨ ϕ3 applies to a constraint ϕ if both rules
ϕ1→ϕ2 and ϕ1→ϕ3 could be applied to ϕ. In this case, one of these two rules
is non-deterministically chosen and applied. A constraint is called D-saturated
if none of the rules in D can be applied to it.

Proposition 2 (Termination). The maximal number of iterated D-saturation
steps on a constraint is polynomially bounded in the number of its variables.



Proof. Let ϕ be a constraint with m variables. Each D-saturation step adds at
least one new literal to ϕ. Only a O(m2) literals can be added since all of them
have the form xRy where x, y ∈ Vars(ϕ) and R has 16 possible values.

•

• •

•

z

x1 x2

xf

Fig. 5. (Neg.Disj)

Next, we illustrate prototypical inconsistencies and how
D-saturation detects them. We start with the constraint
x:f(x1, x2) ∧ x1C

∗z ∧ x2C
∗z in Fig. 5 which is unsatis-

fiable since siblings cannot have a common descendant.
Indeed, the disjointness of the siblings x1⊥x2 can be
derived from (Lab.Disj) whereas x1¬⊥x2 follows from (NegDisj) since x1 and x2

have the common descendant z.

f • x

b • y a • x1

Fig. 6. (Distr.Child)

To illustrate the first distribution rule, we consider
the unsatisfiable constraint x:f(x1) ∧ xC∗y ∧ x1:a ∧
y:b in Fig. 6 where a 6= b. We can decide the position
of y with respect to x by applying rule (Distr.Child)
which either adds x1C

∗y or x1¬C
∗y. (1) If x1¬C

∗y is
added, propagation with (Child.up) yields x=y. As x and y carry distinct labels,
rule (Lab.Ineq) adds x6=y. Now, we can deduce x∅y by intersecting equality and
inequality (Inter). Thus, the (Clash) rule applies. (2) If x1C

∗y is added then
(Child.up) yields x1=y which again clashes because of distinct labels.

• z

f • x g • y

Fig. 7. (Distr.NegDisj)

The second distribution rules helps detect the in-
consistency of x:f(z) ∧ y:g(z) in Fig 7 where f 6=g. In a
first step one can infer from (Lab.Dom) that xC+z and
yC+z. As the (Inter) rule allows to weaken relations, we
also have xC∗z and yC∗z, i.e. x¬⊥y by (NegDisj), so
that (Distr.NegDisj) can deduce either xC∗y or x¬C∗y. Consider the case xC∗y,
from yC+z derive z¬C∗y by (Inv, Inter), and (Child.up) infers y=x resulting in
a clash due to the distinct labels. Similarly for the other case.

Definition 2. A D-solved form is a D-saturated constraint without false.

f • x1

• x4

• x5 • x6

• x2

• x3

Fig. 8. D-solved form

The intuition is that a D-solved form has a back-
bone which is a dominance forest, i.e. a forest with
child and dominance edges. For instance, Fig 8 shows
the dominance forest underlying x1:f(x4) ∧ x4C

∗x5 ∧
x4C

∗x6 ∧ x2C
∗x3 ∧ x5⊥x6 which becomes D-solved

when D-propagation.
We would like to note that the set based solver for dominance constraints

of [2] insists on more explicit solved forms: for each two variables, one of the
relations {=,C+,B+,⊥} must be selected. For the dominance forest in Fig. 8,
this leads to 63 explicit solutions instead of a single D-solved form. The situation
is even worse for the formula x1C

∗x2 ∧ x2C
∗x3 ∧. . .∧ xn−1C

∗xn. This constraint
can be deterministically D-solved by D-propagation whereas the implementation
of [2] computes a search tree of size 2n.

Proposition 3 (Completeness). Every D-solved form has a solution.



(Child.down) xC+y ∧ x:f(x1, . . . , xn) ∧
∧n

i=1,i6=j
xi¬C

∗y → xjC
∗y

(NegDom) x⊥y ∧ y¬⊥z → x¬C∗z

Fig. 10. Some Optional Propagation Rules O

g • xroot

f • x1

g • x4

a • x5 a • x6

f • x2

a • x3

Fig. 9. A solution.

The proof is given in the Section 4. The idea for
constructing a solution of a D-solved form is to turn its
underlying dominance forest into a tree, by adding la-
bels such that dominance children are placed at disjoint
positions whenever possible. For instance, a solution of
the dominance forest in Fig. 8 is drawn in Fig. 9. Note
that this solution does also satisfy x5⊥x6 which be-
longs to the above constraint but not to its dominance forest. This solution is
obtained from the dominance forest in Fig. 8 by adding a root node and node
labels by which all dominance edges are turned into child edges.

Theorem 1. Saturation by the inference rules in D decides the satisfiability of
a dominance constraint with set operators in non-deterministic polynomial time.

Proof. Let ϕ be a dominance constraint with set operators. Since all rules in
D are sound (Proposition 1) and terminate (Proposition 2), ϕ is equivalent to
the disjunction of all D-solved forms reachable from ϕ by non-deterministic D-
saturation. Completeness (Proposition 3) yields that ϕ is satisfiable iff there
exists a D-solved reachable from ϕ.

We can reduce the search space of D-saturation by adding optional propaga-
tion rules O. Taking advantage of set operators, we can define rather powerful
propagation rules. The schemes in Fig 10, for instance, exploit the complementa-
tion set operators, and are indeed supported by the set based implementation of
Section 6. For lack of space, we omit further optional rules that can be expressed
by set operators and are also implemented by our solver. Instead, we illustrate O
in the situation below which arises naturally when resolving scope ambiguities
as in Figure 2.

x:f(x1, x2) ∧ y:g(y1, y2) ∧ x2C
∗z ∧ y1C

∗z ∧ xC∗y

f • x
• x1 • x2 g • y

• y1
• z

• y2

We derive xC+y by (Lab.Ineq,Inter), x1⊥x2 by (Lab.Disj), and x2¬⊥y by (Dom.
Trans,NegDisj). We combine the latter two using optional rule (NegDom) into
x1¬C

∗y. Finally, optional rule (Child.down) yields x2C
∗y whereby the situation

is resolved.

4 Completeness Proof

We now prove Proposition 3 which states completeness in the sense that every
D-solved form is satisfiable. We proceed in two steps. First, we identify simple



D-solved forms and show that they are satisfiable (Proposition 4). Then we show
how to extend every D-solved form into a simple D-solved form by adding further
constraints (Proposition 5).

Definition 3. A variable x is labeled in ϕ if x=y in ϕ and y:f(y1, . . . , yn) in ϕ
for some variable y and term f(y1, . . . , yn). A variable y is a root variable for ϕ
if yC∗z in ϕ for all z ∈ Vars(ϕ). We call a constraint ϕ simple if all its variables
are labeled, and if there is a root variable for ϕ.

Proposition 4. A simple D-solved form is satisfiable.

Proof. By induction on the number of literals in a simple D-solved form ϕ. ϕ
has a root variable z. Since all variables in ϕ are labeled there is a variable z′

and a term f(z1, . . . , zn) such that z=z′ ∧ z′:f(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ ϕ. We pose:

V = {x ∈ Vars(ϕ) | x=z ∈ ϕ} and Vi = {x ∈ Vars(ϕ) | ziC
∗x ∈ ϕ}

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. To see that Vars(ϕ) is covered by V ∪V1∪. . .∪Vn, let x ∈ Vars(ϕ)
such that ziC

∗x /∈ ϕ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Saturation with (Distr.Child) derives
either ziC

∗x or zi¬C
∗x; but ziC

∗x 6∈ ϕ by assumption, therefore zi¬C
∗x ∈ ϕ

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (Child.up) infers z=x ∈ ϕ, i.e. x ∈ V . For a set W ⊆ Vars(ϕ)
we define ϕ|W to be the conjunction of all literals ψ ∈ ϕ with Vars(ψ) ⊆W .

ϕ |=| ϕ′ holds where ϕ′ =def ϕ|V ∧ z:f(z1, . . . , zn) ∧ ϕ|V1
∧ . . . ∧ ϕ|Vn

ϕ |= ϕ′ follows from ϕ′ ⊆ ϕ. To show ϕ′ |= ϕ we prove that each literal in ϕ is
entailed by ϕ′

1. Case x:g(x1, . . . , xm) ∈ ϕ for some variable x and term g(x1, . . . , xm): If x ∈
Vi, i.e. ziC

∗x ∈ ϕ for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n then x:g(x1, . . . , xm) ∈ ϕ|Vi
since ϕ is

saturated under (Lab.Dom, Dom.Trans). Otherwise x ∈ V , i.e. z=x ∈ ϕ, and
thus z=x ∈ ϕ|V . Since ϕ is clash free and saturated under (Lab.Ineq,Clash),
f=g and n=m must hold. Saturation with respect to (Eq.Decom) implies
zi=xi ∈ ϕ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and hence zi=xi ∈ ϕ|Vi

. All together, the
right hand side ϕ′ contains z=x ∧ z:f(z1, . . . , zn) ∧ ∧n

i=1zi=xi which entails
x:g(x1, . . . , xm) as required.

2. Case xRy ∈ ϕ for some variables x, y and relation set R ⊆ {=,C+,B+,⊥}.
Since x, y ∈ V ∪ V1 ∪ . . . ∪ Vn we distinguish 4 possibilities:
(a) x ∈ Vi, y ∈ Vj , where 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n. Here, x⊥y ∈ ϕ by saturation under

(Lab.Disj, Inv, Disj). Clash-freeness and saturation under (Inter, Clash)
yield ⊥ ∈ R. Finally, ϕ′ entails zi⊥zj and thus x⊥y which in turn entails
xRy.

(b) When x, y ∈ V (resp. Vi), by definition xRy ∈ ϕ|V (resp. ϕ|Vi
)

(c) x ∈ V and y ∈ Vi. Here, xC+y ∈ ϕ by saturation under (Lab.Dom,
Dom.Trans). Thus C+ ∈ R by saturation under (Inter, Clash) and clash-
freeness of ϕ. But ϕ′ entails zC+zi and thus xC+y which in turn entails
xRy.

(d) The case x ∈ V and y ∈ Vi is symmetric to the previous one.



Next note that all ϕ|Vi
are simple D-solved forms. By induction hypothesis there

exist solutions (Mτi , αi) |= ϕ|Vi
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus (Mf(τ1,...,τn), α) is a

solution of ϕ if α|Vi
= αi and α(x) = α(z) is the root node of f(τ1, . . . , τn) for

all x ∈ V . ut

An extension of a constraint ϕ is a constraint of the form ϕ ∧ ϕ′ for some
ϕ′. Given a constraint ϕ we define a partial ordering ≺ϕ on its variables such
that x ≺ϕ y holds if and only if xC∗y in ϕ but not yC∗x in ϕ. If x is unlabeled
then we define the set conϕ(x) of variables connected to x in ϕ as follows:

conϕ(x) = {y | y is ≺ϕ minimal with x ≺ϕ y}

Intuitively, a variable y is connected to x if it is a “direct dominance child” of
x. So for example, conϕ1

(x) = {y} and conϕ1
(y) = {z} for:

ϕ1 := xC∗x ∧ xC∗y ∧ xC∗z ∧ yC∗z,

Definition 4. We call V ⊆ Vars(ϕ) a ϕ-disjointness set if for any two distinct
variables y1, y2 ∈ V , y1¬⊥y2 not in ϕ.

The idea is that all variables in a ϕ-disjointness set can safely be placed at
disjoint positions in at least one of the trees solving ϕ.

Lemma 1. Let ϕ be D-saturated, x ∈ Vars(ϕ). If V is a maximal ϕ-disjointness
set in conϕ(x) then for all y ∈ conϕ(x) there exists z ∈ V such that y=z in ϕ.

Proof. If y¬⊥z not in ϕ for all z ∈ V then {y} ∪ V is a disjointness set; thus
y ∈ V by maximality of V . Otherwise, there exists z ∈ V such that y¬⊥z in ϕ.
Saturation of ϕ with respect to rules (Distr.NegDisj, Inter) yields yC∗z in ϕ or
zC∗y in ϕ. In both cases, it follows that z=y in ϕ since z and y are both ≺ϕ

minimal elements in the set conϕ(x).

Lemma 2 (Extension by Labeling). Every D-solved form ϕ with an unla-
beled variable x can be extended to a D-solved form with strictly fewer unlabeled
variables, and in which x is labeled.

Proof. Let {x1, . . . , xn} be a maximal ϕ-disjointness set included in conϕ(x). Let
f be a function symbol of arity n in Σ, which exists w.l.o.g. Otherwise, f can
be encoded from a constant and a symbol of arity ≥ 2 whose existence in Σ we
assumed. We define the following extension ext(ϕ) of ϕ:

ext(ϕ) =def ϕ ∧ x:f(x1, . . . , xn) ∧
∧
{xRz ∧ zR−1x | C+ ∈ R, xiC

∗z in ϕ, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∧ (1)
∧
{yRz | ⊥ ∈ R, xiC

∗y in ϕ, xjC
∗z in ϕ, 1 ≤ i6=j ≤ n} (2)

Note that x is labeled in ext(ϕ) since x=x ∈ ϕ by saturation under (Dom.Refl).
We have to verify that ext(ϕ) is D-solved, i.e. that none of the D-rules can be
applied to ext(ϕ). We give the proof only for two of the more complex cases.



1. (Distr.Child) cannot be applied to x:f(x1, . . . , xn): suppose xC∗y in ϕ and
consider the case yC∗x not in ϕ. Thus x ≺ϕ y and there exists z ∈ conϕ(x)
with zC∗y in ϕ. Lemma 1 and the maximality of the ϕ-disjointness set
{x1, . . . , xn} yield xj=z in ϕ for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Thus, xjC

∗y in ϕ by
(Dom.Trans) and (Distr.Child) cannot be applied with xj . For all such
1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n we can derive xi⊥y by (Lab.Dom, Disj, Inv), thus xi¬C

∗y by
(Inter) and (Distr.Child) cannot be applied with xi either.

2. (Inter) applies when R1 ∩R2 ⊆ R, yR1z in ext(ϕ), and yR2z in ext(ϕ). We
prove yRz in ext(ϕ) for the case where yR1z in ϕ and yR2z is contributed
to ext(ϕ) by (2). Thus, ⊥ ∈ R2 and there exists 1 ≤ i6=j ≤ n such that
xiC

∗y in ϕ and xjC
∗z in ϕ. It is sufficient to prove ⊥ ∈ R1 since then

⊥ ∈ R1 ∩ R2 ⊆ R which implies yRz in ϕ. We assume ⊥ 6∈ R1 and de-
rive a contradiction. If ⊥ 6∈ R1 then R1 ⊆ {=,C+,B+}. Thus, weakening
yR1z in ϕ with (Inter) yields y¬⊥z in ϕ. Next, we can apply (Distr.NegDisj)
which proves either yC∗z in ϕ or y¬C∗z in ϕ.

(a) If yC∗z in ϕ then xiC
∗z in ϕ follows from (Dom.Trans) and xi¬⊥xj in ϕ

from (NegDisj). This contradicts our assumption that {x1, . . . , xn} is a
ϕ-disjointness set.

(b) If y¬C∗z in ϕ then we have y¬C∗z in ϕ and y¬⊥z in ϕ from which
on can derive yB∗z in ϕ with (Inter) and zC∗y in ϕ with (Inv). From
(Dom.Trans) we derive xjC

∗y in ϕ. Since we already know xjC
∗y in ϕ

we can apply (NegDisj) which shows xi¬⊥xj in ϕ. But again, this con-
tradicts that {x1, . . . , xn} is a ϕ-disjointness set. ut

Proposition 5. Every D-solved form can be extended to a simple D-solved form.

Proof. Let ϕ be D-solved. W.l.o.g., ϕ has a root variable, else we choose a fresh
variable x and consider instead the D-solved extension ϕ ∧

∧
{xRy ∧ yR−1x |

C
+ ∈ R, y ∈ Vars(ϕ)}. By Lemma 2, we can successively label all its variables.

ut

5 Constraint Programming with Finite Sets

Current constraint programming technology provides no support for our D-
saturation algorithm. Instead, improving on [2], we reformulate the task of find-
ing solutions of a tree description as a constraint satisfaction problem solvable by
constraint programming [11, 6]. In this section, we define our target language.
Its propagation rules are given in Fig 12 and are used in proving correctness
of implementation. Distribution rules, however, are typically problem dependent
and we assume that they can be programmatically stipulated by the application.
Thus, the concrete solver of Section 6 specifies its distribution rules in Figure 13.

Let ∆ = {1 . . . µ} be a finite set of integers for some large practical limit
µ such as 134217726. We assume a set of integer variables with values in ∆ and
ranged over by I and a set of set variables with values in 2∆ and ranged over by
S. Integer and finite set variables are also both denoted by X.



B ::= false | X1=X2 | I ∈ D | i ∈ S | i 6∈ S (D ⊆ ∆)
C ::= B | S1 ∩ S2=∅ | S3 ⊆ S1 ∪ S2 | C1 ∧ C2 | C1 or C2

Fig. 11. Finite Domain and Finite Set Constraints

Equality: X1=X2 ∧ B[Xj ]  p B[Xk] {j, k} = {1, 2} (eq.subst)

Finite domain integer constraints:

I ∈ D1 ∧ I ∈ D2  p I ∈ D1 ∩D2 (fd.conj)
I ∈ ∅  p false (fd.clash)

Finite sets constraints:

i ∈ S ∧ i 6∈ S  p false (fs.clash)
S1 ∩ S2=∅ ∧ i ∈ Sj  p i 6∈ Sk {j, k} = {1, 2} (fs.disjoint)

S3 ⊆ S1 ∪ S2 ∧ i 6∈ S1 ∧ i 6∈ S2  p i 6∈ S3 (fs.subset.neg)
S3 ⊆ S1 ∪ S2 ∧ i ∈ S3 ∧ i 6∈ Sj  p i ∈ Sk {j, k} = {1, 2} (fs.subset.pos)

Disjunctive propagators:

B ∧ C  
~
p false

B ∧ (C or C′)  p C′
B ∧ C′  

~
p false

B ∧ (C or C′)  p C
(commit)

Fig. 12. Propagation Rules

The abstract syntax of our language is given in Fig 11. We distinguish be-
tween basic constraints B, directly representable in the constraint store, and
non-basic constraints C acting as propagators and amplifying the store. The
declarative semantics of these constraints is obvious (given that C1 orC2 is inter-
preted as disjunction). We write β |= C if β is an assignment of integer variables
to integers and set variables to sets which renders C true (where set operators
and Boolean connectives have the usual meaning).

We use the following abbreviations: we write I 6=i for I ∈ ∆ \ {i}, S1 ‖ S2

for S1 ∩ S2=∅, S=D for ∧{i ∈ S | i ∈ D} ∧ {i 6∈ S | i ∈ ∆ \ D}, S1 ⊆ S2 for
S1 ⊆ S2∪S3∧S3=∅, and S = S1]S2 for S1 ‖ S2∧S ⊆ S1∪S2∧S1 ⊆ S∧S2 ⊆ S

The propagation rules  p for inference in this language are summarized in
Fig 12. The expression C1 or C2 operates as a disjunctive propagator which does
not invoke any case distinction. The propagation rules for disjunctive propaga-
tors use the saturation relation  ~

p
induced by  p which in turn is defined by

recursion through  ~
p

. Clearly, all propagation rules are valid formulas when
seen as implications or as implications between implications in case of (commit).

6 Reduction to Finite Set Constraints

We now reduce dominance constraints with set operators to finite set constraints
of the language introduced above. This reduction yields a concrete implementa-
tion of the abstract dominance constraint solver when realized in a constraint
programming system such as [11, 6].



The underlying idea is to represent a literal xRy by a membership expression
y∈R(x) where R(x) is a set variable denoting a finite set of nodes in a tree.
This idea is fairly general in that it does not depend on the particular relations
interpreting the relation symbols. Our encoding consists of 3 parts:

[[ϕ]] = ∧
x∈Vars(ϕ)

A1(x) ∧
x,y∈Vars(ϕ)

A2(x, y) ∧ B[[ϕ]]

A1( · ) introduces a node representation per variable, A2( · ) axiomatizes the tree-
ness of the relations between these nodes, and B[[ϕ]] encodes the specific restric-
tions imposed by ϕ.

Downx

Eqx

Sidex

Upx

x
Representation. When observed from a specific node
x, the nodes of a solution tree (hence the variables
that they interpret) are partitioned into 4 regions: x
itself, all nodes above, all nodes below, and all nodes to the side. The main idea
is to introduce corresponding set variables.

Let max be the maximum constructor arity used in ϕ. For each formal vari-
able x in ϕ we choose a distinct integer ιx to represent it, and introduce 7 +
max constraint set variables written Eqx, Upx, Downx, Sidex, Equpx, Eqdownx,
Parentx, Downi

x for 1 ≤ i ≤ max, and one constraint integer variable Labelx.
First we state that x = x:

ιx ∈ Eqx (3)

Eqx,Upx,Downx,Sidex encode the set of variables that are respectively equal,
above, below, and to the side (i.e. disjoint) of x. Thus, posing I = {ιx | x ∈
Vars(ϕ)} for the set of integers encoding Vars(ϕ), we have:

I = Eqx ]Downx ]Upx ] Sidex

We can improve propagation by introducing Eqdownx and Equpx as intermediate
results. This improvement is required by (Dom.Trans):

I = Eqdownx ]Upx ] Sidex (4)

I = Equpx ]Downx ] Sidex (5)

Eqdownx = Eqx ]Downx (6)

Equpx = Eqx ]Upx (7)

Downi
x encodes the set of variables in the subtree rooted at x’s ith child (empty

if there is no such child):

Downx = ]{Downi
x | 1 ≤ i ≤ max} (8)

We define A1(x) as the conjunction of the constraints introduced above:

A1(x) = (3) ∧ (4) ∧ (5) ∧ (6) ∧ (7)



Wellformedness. Posing Rel = {=,C+,B+,⊥}. In a tree, the relationship
that obtains between the nodes denoted by x and y must be one in Rel. We
introduce an integer variable Cxy, called a choice variable, to explicitly represent
it and contribute a well-formedness clause A3[[x r y]] for each r ∈ Rel. Freely
indentifying the symbols in Rel with the integers 1,2,3,4, we write:

A2(x, y) = Cxy ∈ Rel ∧
∧
{A3[[x r y]] | r ∈ Rel} (9)

A3[[x r y]] ≡ D[[x r y]] ∧ Cxy = r or Cxy 6= r ∧ D[[x ¬r y]] (10)

For all r ∈ Rel, it remains to define D[[xry]] and D[[x¬ry]] encoding the relations
x r y and x ¬r y resp. by set constraints on the representations of x and y.

D[[x= y]] = Eqx = Eqy ∧Upx = Upy ∧Downx = Downy ∧ Sidex = Sidey

∧Eqdownx = Eqdowny ∧ Equpx = Equpy

∧Parentx = Parenty ∧ Labelx = Labely ∧
i
Downi

x = Downi
y

D[[x ¬= y]] = Eqx ‖ Eqy

D[[xC+ y]] = Eqdowny ⊆ Downx ∧ Equpx ⊆ Upy ∧ Sidex ⊆ Sidey

D[[x ¬C+ y]] = Eqx ‖ Upy ∧Downx ‖ Eqy

D[[x⊥ y]] = Eqdownx ⊆ Sidey ∧ Eqdowny ⊆ Sidex

D[[x ¬⊥ y]] = Eqx ‖ Sidey ∧ Sidex ‖ Eqy

Problem specific constraints. The third part B[[ϕ]] of the translation forms
the additional problem-specific constraints that further restrict the admissibil-
ity of wellformed solutions and only accept those that are models of ϕ. The
translation is given by clauses (11,12,13).

B[[ϕ ∧ ϕ′]] = B[[ϕ]] ∧ B[[ϕ′]] (11)

A pleasant consequence of the introduction of choice variables Cxy is that any
dominance constraint x R y can be translated as a restriction on the possible
values of Cxy. For example, xC∗y can be encoded as Cxy ∈ {1, 2}. More generally:

B[[x R y]] = Cxy ∈ R (12)

Finally the labelling constraint x : f(y1 . . . yn) requires a more complex treat-
ment. For each constructor f we choose a distinct integer ιf to encode it.

B[[x : f(y1 . . . yn)]] = Labelx = ιf ∧
j=max

j=n+1 Downj
x = ∅

∧j=n
j=1 Parentyj

= Eqx ∧Downj
x = Eqdownyj

∧Upyj
= Equpx (13)

Definition of The Concrete Solver. For each problem ϕ we define a search
strategy specified by the distribution rules of Figure 13. These rules correspond
precisely to (Distr.Child, Distr.NegDisj) of algorithm-D and are to be applied
in the same non-deterministic fashion. Posing  =  p ∪  d, we define our
concrete solver as the non-deterministic saturation  ~ induced by  and write
ϕ1  

~ ϕ2 to mean that ϕ2 is in a  ~ saturation of ϕ1. While the abstract
solver left this point open, in order to avoid unnecessary choices, we further
require that a  d step be taken only if no  p step is possible.



Cxy ∈ {=,C+}  d Cxiy ∈ {=,C+} ∨ Cxiy 6∈ {=,C+} for x:f(x1, . . . , xn) in ϕ

Cxy 6=⊥  d Cxy ∈ {=,C+} ∨ Cxy 6∈ {=,C+}

Fig. 13. Problem specific distribution rules

7 Proving Correctness of Implementation

We now prove that [[ϕ]] combined with the search strategy defined above yields
a sound and complete solver for ϕ. Completeness is demonstrated by showing
that the concrete solver obtained by [[ϕ]] provides at least as much propagation
as specified by the rules of algorithm D, i.e. whenever xRy is in a →~ saturation
of ϕ then Cxy ∈ R is in a  ~ saturation of [[ϕ]].

Theorem 2. [[ϕ]] is satisfiable iff ϕ is satisfiable.

This follows from Propositions 6 and 7 below.

Proposition 6. if ϕ is satisfiable then [[ϕ]] is satisfiable.

We show how to construct a model β of [[ϕ]] from a model (Mτ , α) of ϕ. We define
the variable assignment β as follows: β(Upx) = {ιy | α(y)C+α(x)} and similarly
for Eqx,Downx, Sidex,Eqdownx,Equpx, β(Parentx) = {ιy | ∃k α(y)k = α(x)},

β(Downk
x) = {ιy | α(y) B∗ α(x)k}, β(Labelx) = ιLτ (α(x)) and β(Cxy) = R if

α(x)R α(y) in Mτ . We have that if (Mτ , α) |= ϕ then β |= [[ϕ]].

Proposition 7. if [[ϕ]] is satisfiable, then ϕ is satisfiable.

We prove this by reading a D-solved form off a model β of [[ϕ]].

ϕ′ ≡ ϕ ∧
∧

x,y

∧

R′⊇R

x R′ y where R = β(Cxy)

ϕ′ is a D-solved form containing ϕ: all relationships between variables are fully
resolved and all their generalizations have been added. The only possibility is
that D-rules might derive a contradiction. However, if ϕ′ →~

p
false then [[ϕ′]] ~

p

false (Lemma 4) which would contradict the existence of a solution β. Therefore
ϕ′ is a O-solved form and ϕ is satisfiable.

We distinguish propagation and distribution rules; in algorithm D they are
written →p and →d, and in our concrete solver  p and  d. We write ϕ′′ 4 ϕ′

for ϕ′′ is stronger than ϕ′ and define it as the smallest relation that holds of
atomic constraints and such that false 4 false and x R y 4 x R′ y iff R ⊆ R′.

Proposition 8 (Stronger Propagation). For each rule ϕ→p ϕ
′ of algorithm

D, there exists ϕ′′ 4 ϕ′ such that [[ϕ]] ~
p

[[ϕ′′]].

The proof technique follows this pattern: each ϕ′ is of the form x R y and we
choose ϕ′′ = xR′y where R′ ⊆ R. Assume [[ϕ]] as a premise. Show that [[ϕ]]∧C  ~

p

false. Notice that a clause C or C ′ is introduced by [[ϕ]] as required by (10). Thus
C′ follows by (commit). Then show that [[ϕ]] ∧ C ′  ~

p
[[ϕ′′]]. For want of space,

we include here only the proof for rule (NegDisj).



Lemma 3. [[xC∗ y]] ~
p
ιy ∈ Eqdownx (proof omitted)

Proposition 9. [[xC∗ z ∧ y C∗ z]] ~
p

[[x ¬⊥ y]]

Proof. From the premises [[x C∗ z]] and [[y C∗ z]], i.e. Cxz ∈ {=,C
+} and Cyz ∈

{=,C+}, we must show [[x ¬⊥ y]] i.e. Cxy 6=⊥. By Lemma 3 we obtain ιz ∈
Eqdownx and ιz ∈ Eqdowny. Since I = Eqdowny ] Upy ] Sidey, we have ιz 6∈
Sidey. Now consider the non-basic constraint Eqdownx ⊆ Sidey which occurs in
D[[x ⊥ y]]: from ιz ∈ Eqdownx it infers ιz ∈ Sidey which contradicts ιz 6∈ Sidey.
Therefore, the well-formedness clause D[[x⊥y]]∧Cxy = ⊥ or Cxy 6=⊥∧D[[x¬⊥y]]
infers its right alternative by rule (commit). Hence Cxy 6=⊥ ut

Lemma 4. (1) if ϕ →~
p
ϕ′, then there exists ϕ′′ 4 ϕ′ such that [[ϕ]]  ~

p
[[ϕ′′]].

(2) if ϕ→~
p
ϕ1 and ϕ1 →d ϕ2, then there exists ϕ′1 4 ϕ1 such that [[ϕ]] ~

p
[[ϕ′1]]

and [[ϕ′1]] d [[ϕ2]].

(1) follows from Proposition 8, and (2) from (1) and the fact that the concrete
distribution rules precisely correspond to those of algorithm D.

Proposition 10 (Simulation). The concrete solver simulates the abstract solver:
if ϕ→~ ϕ′ then there exists ϕ′′ 4 ϕ′ such that [[ϕ]] ~ [[ϕ′′]].

Follows from Lemma 4.

Theorem 3. (1) every  ~ saturation of [[ϕ]] corresponds to a D-solved form of
ϕ and (2) for every D-solved form of ϕ there is a corresponding  ~ saturation
of [[ϕ]].

(1) from Proposition 10. (2) Consider a  ~ saturation of [[ϕ]]. As in Propo-
sition 7, we can construct a D-solved form ϕ′ of ϕ by reading off the current
domains of the choice variables Cxy. If ϕ′ was not D-solved, then →~ could
infer a new fact, but then by Proposition 10 so could  ~ and it would not be a
saturation.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we extended dominance constraints by admitting set operators.
Set operators introduce a controlled form of disjunction and negation that is
less expressive than general Boolean connectives and remains especially well-
suited for constraint propagation. On the basis of this extension we presented
two solvers: one abstract, one concrete.

The design of the abstract solver is carefully informed by the needs of practi-
cal applications: it stipulates inference rules required for efficiently solving dom-
inance constraints occurring in these applications. The rules take full advantage
of the extra expressivity afforded by set operators. We proved the abstract solver
sound and complete and that its distribution strategy improves over [2] and may
avoid an exponential number of choice points. This improvement accrues from
admitting less explicit solved forms while preserving soundness.



Elaborating on the technique first presented in [2], the concrete solver real-
izes the desired constraint propagation by reduction to constraint programming
using set constraints. We proved that the concrete solver faithfully simulates the
abstract one, and thereby shed new light on the source of its observed practi-
cal effectiveness. The concrete solver has been implemented in the concurrent
constraint programming language Oz [10], performs efficiently in practical appli-
cations to semantic underspecification, and produces smaller search trees than
the solver of [2].
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